Presskit | Foolik
Biography
Born and raised in Berlin, Germany, Foolik has over a decade experience in bringing his
kinetic and bouncy sounds to global audiences. He is known as the karate kid chopping
through the wood of worldwide dance floors at roughly 120-124 beats per minute. His
punchy and beefy take on everything house and techno is highly appreciated by a
dedicated raver following. Being a true Berliner, he drinks battery acid for breakfast and
spits it out in musical form. Often making the hips of his crowds wobble and heave. His
energising presence and in your face mentality has won over many crowds. His sound is
adaptable and matches the place and time of the occasion. He plays a mix of propulsive
deep house and tech-house. But there is always room for melody and groove. Since joining
Sisyphos in 2012, he has made his mark in the scene and now professionally collects
frequent flyer miles.
He loves to share the decks with his regular playing partners Pauli Pocket and Leon
Licht. Ping ponging of each others energy to bring blissful moments to hordes of ravers.
Meanwhile, he can be found working in the studio shaping his production skills. His new
life as a studio tiger has been fruitful. With a split release on KaterMukke with Daniel
Jaeger & Pauli Pocket. A modern slice of muscular tech-house that got amplifiers working
overtime in clubs across Europe. The future will see more of his work being released.

Please announce the Artist as: Foolik (Kater Blau | Berlin)
k4bookings has to accept the artwork before it will be published.
For promotional content such as artist photos, please reach out to us.
Weblinks:
Soundcloud: https://soundcloud.com/foolik
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/foolik
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/foolik
Resident Advisor: https://www.residentadvisor.net/dj/foolik
Booking:
Mail: luca@k4bookings.com
Web: https://www.k4bookings.com
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Technical Rider | Foolik (DJ – Set)
- 1 × Allen&Heath Xone 92 or 96
- 3 × Pioneer CDJ 2000 Nexus2 (linked & with the latest firmware)
- Stereo monitoring – adjustable by the artist
- Lamps that provide enough light for the artists to see inside the DJ booth
Please contact agent if you supply alternatives.
The artist will be traveling only with USB storage media, which contains audio material.
The CD-players must be linked among each other with LAN cables.

Hospitality Rider
- A warm welcome and a smile will be much appreciated
- 4 × Coconut water (Fountain of Youth is preferred)
- 1 × bottle of non sparkling water
- 10 × chips for free drinks
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